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ABSTRACT. This paper is concerned with profile analysis in two extended growth curve

models. The first is a growth curve model with parallel mean profiles, which has a

random-effects covariance structure based on a single response variable; the second is a

multivariate growth curve model with parallel mean profiles, which has a multivariate

random-effects covariance structure based on several response variables. For testing

"no condition variation" and "level" hypotheses concerning parallel mean profiles of

several groups, we obtain the criteria proposed by Wald [8] along with their asymptotic

null distributions. We give a numerical example of these asymptotic results.

1. Introduction

Let X be an N x p observation matrix of repeated measurements on p
occasions for each of N individuals. As an extension of the mean structure in
the growth curve model for X proposed by Potthoff and Roy [1], we consider

(1.1) E(X)=AlΞιB + A2Ξ2,

where A\ and AΊ are N x k\ and N x k^ design matrices, respectively, Ξ\ and
Ξ2 are unknown k\ x q and ki x p parameter matrices, respectively, B is a
qxp design matrix. It may be noted (Verbyla and Venables [7]) that an
important application of the mean structure (1.1) arises in analysis of growth
curves with parallel profiles.

In this paper we are interested in analyzing growth curves with parallel
profiles under random-effects covariance structures. In Section 2 we consider a
growth curve model with parallel mean profiles, which has a random-effects
covariance structure based on a single response variable. As an alternative
of the likelihood ratio (= LR) criteria, Wald's criteria (Wald [8]) for two
hypotheses concerning parallel mean profiles are obtained under the random-
effects covariance structure. In Section 3 we consider a multivariate growth
curve model with parallel mean profiles, which is useful in analyzing multiple-
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response parallel growth curves. The mean structure is a special case of (1.1),
but it has a multivariate random-effects covariance structure based on several
response variables. The multivariate case of Wald-type tests in Section 2 is
discussed under the multivariate random-effects covariance structure. In
Section 4 we apply the asymptotic results of Section 2 to a data set of repeated
measurements.

2. Analysis of growth curves with parallel profiles

2.1. Growth curve model with parallel mean profiles

Suppose that a response variable x has been measured at p different
occasions on each of N individuals, and each individual belongs to one of
k groups. Let Jt/^ = (x\j^β\ . . . , %^)' be a /^-vector of measurements on the
y'-th individual in the g-th group, and assume that the */^ are independently
distributed as Np(μ(g\Σ) and the μ^ have parallel profiles, i.e.,
μ(ύ =δ(g]lp+μ, where 1, = (1,...,!)', δ = (δ(l\ . . . ,δ(k~^)f and μ =
(//i , . . . ,μp)

f are vectors of unknown parameters, Σ is an unknown pxp
positive definite matrix, j= 1 , . . . , Ng, g = 1 , . . . , k. Without loss of generality

we may assume that δ(k) = 0. Then the model of X = [x^\. . . ,*ΛΓ,(I), - - ,
x[ , ...,J%^]' can be written as

(2.1) X ~ NNxp(Arfl'p + \Nμ',Σ® IN),

where A\ is an N x (k— I) between-individual design matrix of rank k—l
( < N -p - 1), N = NI -\ ----- h Nk. The model (2.1) may be simply called a
parallel profile model. Further, we assume that Σ in (2.1) has a random-
effects covariance structure (see, e.g., Rao [2])

(2.2) Σ = λ2lplί + σ*Ip,

where λ2 > 0 and σ2 > 0. Srivastava [5] obtained the LR tests for "no
condition variation" hypothesis

(2.3) H<>l:μ = vlp vs. Hu : μ ϊ vlp

and "level" hypothesis

(2.4) #02:<* = 0 vs.

when Σ is unknown positive definite, where — oo <v< oo. Yokoyama [11]
has obtained the LR criteria for the hypotheses (2.3) and (2.4) under the
random-effects covariance structure (2.2). In Section 2.2 we obtain Wald's
criteria for these two hypotheses and their asymptotic null distributions under
the random-effects covariance structure (2.2).
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Let Q = [p~l/2lp Qi] and H = [N-l/2lNH2] be orthogonal matrices of
orders p and N, respectively. Then the model (2.1) can be reduced to a
canonical form

(2.5)

where θ\ =

NN xp\
O

= #2Λ1; γ = pl'2δ,

It is known (Yokoyama [11]) that the maximum likelihood estimators
(= MLE's) of Θ2,γ,λ2,σ2 and τ2 are given by

-i λ = max< - — 5Ίι —

(2.6) d2 =

trY2'Y2, **• ΛΓ(/>-l)
tr ιyγ2,

τ 2 = <

where sn =yl'(IN_ι - P
hypotheses (2.3) and (2.4) are equivalent to

PA, = Aλ(Aί A\)~l Aί . In the model (2.5), the

(2.7)

and

(2.8)

respectively.

: 02 = 0 vs. Hn :

HQ2:γ = 0 vs. H12 : γ φ 0,

2.2. Tests for two hypotheses
We consider to test the hypotheses (2.3) and (2.4) in the parallel profile

model (2.1). This is equivalent to considering to test the hypotheses (2.7) and
(2.8) in the model (2.5). Noting that

and
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from (2.6) we can suggest test statistics

*a *" " l

(2.9)

and

(2.10)
R3, if τr in >

tιY2'Y2

for testing //Όi vs. H\\ and #02 vs. H\ι, respectively, where

tr - 1)} ' tr Y2Ύ2)/(NP) '

=
3 sn/N '

The statistics (2.9) and (2.10) can be expressed in terms of the original
observations, using

z2z2 = = - ϊp(S. - Sw)lp,

in = - l'pSwlp, tr Y2' Y2 = tτS,-- ϊpS,lp,

where S, and Sw are the matrices of the sums of squares and products due to
the total variation and within variation, i.e.,

= >f -
g=i y=l

jc and ί̂ ) are the sample mean vectors of observations of all the groups and
the 0-th group, respectively.

THEOREM 2.1. Let W\ and WΊ be the test statistics defined by (2.9) and
(2.10) for testing HQ\ : μ = vlp vs. H\\ : μ φ vlp and #02 : ί = Oiw. H\2 : δ ̂  0,
respectively. Then it holds that
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( i) under H01, lim P(Wι < c) = P(χ* < c),
N—>cc ^

(ii) under H02, lim P(W2 < c) = />(^_ι < c),
—N—

where χj denotes a χ2 variate with f degrees of freedom.

PROOF. From the definition of W\ we have

P(Wι <c) = P(R, < c,Sn/N > tr Y2Ύ2/{N(p - 1)})

+ P(R2 < c,sn/N < tr Y2Ύ2/{N(p - 1)}).

Let

Then U\ and t/2 are independent, and the limiting distribution of Uf is #(0, 1),
ι=l ,2 . Note that under HQ\, z^/o2 is distributed as χ%_ι Since
tr Y2fY2/{o2N(p — 1)} converges in probability to 1, R\ converges in distri-
bution to χ2

p_ι. When λ2 > 0, we have

lim P(sn/N > tr Y2Ύ2/{N(p - 1)}) = 1
N—»oo

and hence

lim P(Wl < c) = lim P(Λ, < c) = P(^p_, < c).
N—K30 TV—KX) ^

When λ2 = 0, since (s\ι+trY2fY2)/(σ1Np) converges in probability to 1,
converges in distribution to χ2_λ. Let

Z =

Then the limiting distribution of Z is #(0,1), and sn/N > tr Y2fY2/{N(p - 1)}
is equivalent to Z > 0. Therefore, it holds that

lim P( Wλ<c}= lim {P(Rl < c, Z > 0) + P(R2 < c, Z < 0)} = P(χ2 < c),
N—»oo JV—>oo ^

which proves the result (i). Note that under //02, jV^-FiΛ2 ^s distributed
as /!_!, and is independent of sn. Since s\\/(τ2N] converges in probability
to 1, ^3 converges in distribution to Xk-\- When λ2 = 0, since
(s\\ H- tr Y2'Y2}/(τ2Np) converges in probability to 1, R* converges in distri-
bution to %k_ι. Therefore, the derivation for the result (ii) follows similarly.

We note that the limiting distributions of the test statistics W\ and W2 in
Theorem 2.1 agree with ones of the LR criteria in Yokoyama [11]. From the
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limiting distributions of W\ and W2, we can use approximate critical values c\
and c\ of size α tests such that P(χ2

p_λ > c\] = α and P(χ\_\ > c^) = α,
respectively.

3. Analysis of multivariate growth curves with parallel profiles

3.1. Multivariate growth curve model with parallel mean profiles

In this section we consider an extension of the parallel profile model (2.1)
to the multiple-response case when m response variables have been measured.

Let xj^ = (xιι^\...,xι^\...,xpιj^,...Jxplni^y be an m/>-vector of
measurements, and assume that the μ^ satisfy μ^ = (\p ® Im}^ + /*>
g = 1, . . . ,fc. Then the model of X can be written as

(3.1) X~NN*nφ(AlA(l'p®Im) + lNϊ,Ω®IN),

where A\ is the same as described in (2.1), A = [ί(1), . . .^δ^k~l^]f is an unknown
(k — 1) x m parameter matrix, μ is an wp-vector of unknown parameters, Ω is
an unknown mp x mp positive definite matrix. The model (3.1) may be simply
called a multivariate parallel profile model. Further, we assume that Ω in (3.1)
has a multivariate random-effects covariance structure (see, e.g., Reinsel [3])

(3.2) Ω = (lp ® Im)Σλ(l'p ® Im) +IP® Σe,

where Σ^ and Σe are arbitrary m x m positive semi-definite and positive definite
matrices, respectively. In Section 3.2 we consider Wald-type tests for the
-hypotheses

(3.3) Hn:μ=lp®v vs. Hn :

and

(3.4) #02 : A = O vs.

under the multivariate random-effects covariance structure (3.2), where v is an
m-vector of free parameters. The hypotheses (3.3) and (3.4) are extensions of
"no condition variation" and "level" hypotheses in the single-response case due
to Srivastava [5] to ones in the multiple-response case. Modified LR statistics
for the hypotheses (3.3) and (3.4) have been obtained by Yokoyama [10].

Let G=[p-l/2lp,g
(2\...,g(

2

p-l}} = [p-l/2lj,,G2} be an orthogonal matrix
of order p. Then Q = G® Im = [βi, Q(f, . . . , Q(

2

p~l}] = [βi, Q2] is an
orthogonal matrix of order mp. Further, let H = [TV"1/2!^,^] be an
orthogonal matrix of order N. Then, letting Y = H'2XQ —

' '
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a canonical form of the model (3.1) can be written as

V " / «-' I V. V_ I " '" τr 1 I A π Λ

where % =N~1'2ϊNAιΓ + N1/2/ίQι, tf2 = Nl/2/SQ2, Aλ = H'2Aλ, Γ^

and

O JLp—\ \& 4-ιe

It is easily seen that the MLE's of Θ2 and Γ are given by

However, since the MLE's of Ψ\\ and Σe are complicated, we use

p-ι
1 — /,Λ' .̂Λ

which are the MLE's under a weaker condition that ΪΊi is arbitrary positive
definite instead of the restriction that Ψ\\ — Σe is positive semi-definite, where
Sn = Y\'(IN-I -PjJYi. In the model (3.5), the hypotheses (3.3) and (3.4) are
equivalent to

(3.8) #01: 02 = 0 vs. #n: 02 7^0

and

(3.9) H02:Γ=0 vs. Hn:Γ^O,

respectively.

3.2. Tests for two hypotheses

We may consider the problems of testing the hypotheses (3.8) and (3.9)
in the model (3.5) instead of testing the hypotheses (3.3) and (3.4) in the
multivariate parallel profile model (3.1). Noting that

02 - Nm(p.l}(θ2Jp-ι ® Σe) and Γ - N(k-l)xm(Γ,

from (3.6) and (3.7) we can suggest test statistics

(3.10) W,

i=l
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and

(3.11) W2 = v

ί=l

for testing HQIVS.H\\ and HQ2vs.H\2) respectively, where (T1 ®Im)vec(Y\f) =

[y\ i - > .Pi ]'j and 7" is an orthogonal matrix of order N — 1 such that
T'P^ T = diag(l, . . . , 1 , 0, . . . , 0). In terms of the original observations, we
can write k~l

Θ2 = VN(G2' _
™ \P

W _ w -
vP

THEOREM 3.1. Let W\ and WΊ be the test statistics defined by (3.10) and
(3.11) for testing H$\:μ = \.p®v vs. H\\:μ^\p®v and Ho2 ' Λ = O vs.

: A Φ O, respectively. Then it holds that

(i) under Hol, lirn^ P(Wι <c} = P(^m(p_l} < c),

(ii) under HQ2, Jim P(W2 <c) = P()fm(k_l} < c).
N—+CG v '

Pκ<X)F. The statistic (3.10) can be written as

where
( / ) ' _ ! (i)

* *
e

(/) (/

Z2 ^e Z2

Note that under //oi, Z2 s are independent,

zW~A-m(0,re) and ^e ~ Wm (N - l)(p - I),

It is easy (see, e.g., Siotani, Hayakawa and Fujikoshi [4, p. 74]) to verify that
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J^i is distributed as χίN_l\fp_l\m+l9 and K^ /{N(p — 1)} converges in

probability to 1. Since K$''s are independently distributed as χ^, W\ con-
verges in distribution to /L-n, which proves the result (i). Note that under

2, y[ s are independent,

and Ψ\\ ~ W

Therefore, the proof of the result (ii) follows similarly.

We note that the limiting distributions of the test statistics W\ and WΊ in
Theorem 3.1 agree with ones of modified LR statistics in Yokoyama [10].

4. Numerical example

In this section we apply the results of Section 2 to the data (see, e.g.,
Srivastava and Carter [6, p. 227]) of the price indices of hand soaps packaged
in 4 ways, estimated by 12 consumers. Each consumer belongs to one of 2
groups. The adequacy of the parallel profile model (2.1) with the random-
effects covariance structure (2.2) (in the case p = 4, k = 2 and N = 12) to the
data has been examined by Yokoyama [9]. Therefore, we may consider to test
the hypotheses (2.3) and (2.4) in this model. Since

z'2Z2 = N(X'X - - (x'lp)2\ = .78204, y^Pf* = - lP(St - Sw)lp = 1.0468,
I P ) P

Sn = I lp'Swlp = .76635, tr Y2Ύ2 = tτSt - - lp'Stlp = .35130

and sιι/N^.irY2Y2/{N(p- 1)}, it follows from Theorem 2.1 that

—^ = 80.141 > χL^.Ol) = 11.345,

Hence, both hypotheses HQ\ and #02 are rejected at α = .01. On the other
side, it is known (Yokoyama [11]) that the LR criteria also reject both
hypotheses in this example.
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